
10/1/70 
Deer Jim, 

I do not pose as an expert on either explosions or ballistics, but tend to believe that when there is an explosion inside a container, force is exerted in ell directions, not merely the path of least resistance (where more of it may be exerted or visible), end ':bather or not that explosion is caused by something tnet has consideroble force end tends to keep going in the same direction. I'm tired and do not recoil the context in ehich I raise:: the Question, end there is much we do not know. There is also much we do know that he eeve not yet accounted for. Among the things wo have no way of knowing is how many fragments of bone became independent projectiles, where they rent, whet teey look like or can look like if captured on film, or whether they can be distingtiseed from metallic fragments. I'd be inclined to think that if we accept the official story Viet all five fragments recovered from tne car came from this eitigle exploded bullet, end if none of teem had either the energy to escape tee oar or make a note through the windshiled, none would nave the mere= energy to be the things we see strelehtelinilig in lap/eider. And if most of the force takes either the path of least resistance or continues le the direction in wnicn it wee originally exerted, it is close to impossible to explain tee feet teat most of the evidence of the explosion was to the left, whereas teere is said to eeve teen no point on that aide from which it could have escaped. The entire hole is saie to hove been on the right aide. There is saieto have been none en the left. Little of the debris went to the right, and most of it did go to the left and considerably to the left. If Eel hasn't loaned you my very hasty writing in MST enBTEM end POST moTrni III 	haven't yet written II end I'll be reorganizing end renumbering), maybe you'd like to reed them, The first pert wee completed before Thompson and Sylvia appeared, and mtxplost retyped in 8/87, then delayed by e few Archives games with some things they were withnolding. The other pert was written in a couple of days so I could be prepared for tee hearing for which 1  originally did that work, t40 one in esshington's General Sessions court, -bore Garrison was the plaintiff-end we won that one. 

eel did tell me of this girl, longer ego than you indicate the relation ship existed and how it began. I  tell you tele in confidence so you will under-stand because i  nave no doubt of eel's feelings, any; they ere sincere. This girl was the friend of en old (literelbq too) friend of eel's, s men old enough to be my father. It broke their long friendship. I assume she is as fine a person as you say, for hal said the snme thing. eewever, she :nay also be a person who needs a father-image or father substitute. If that is the case, there may be the kind of problems 1  hope there are not....I hope if he gets serious about flying to Europe for this purpose you can discourage him, for needling haystacks at that cost is quite a luxury, Nowp i never suggested to eel that she was some kind of agent, for he told me her employment, by department, es I recall, but he was kind of defensive about it. It is not just that I never suggested it, I have no reseon to. ebet I do find a bit odd, however, is her friendship with a man in his 70s who is also one with quite a radical past. I have no knoftedge at all, not even a reasonable basis for suspicion. 1 just don't want hal to get hurt or to hurt himself. I had hoped, of course, that he would find a girl who meant something to him and that he would also have meaning for her. 
Payl failed to send a copy of his paper to my friend Bernabie, who is an authentic expert. I did ask him to do this. I have also asked Bernebei to write Oaul end get e copy. Is of 9/28 he bed no answer. Now it is pretty obvious 



that I could have made and sent Dick a copy. I didn't want it that way. I 
preferred that eau' accept this challenge as a challenge. I had asked him to 
send it to another, and he did. I also asked him for several copies I could 
submit to independent oxeerts. ue didn't do tells, made no reference to it. 
If you are beeinning to oet to idea tent I tnink Toul is not anxious to face 
things, that is what I an suggesting. I thiae it important for him that he do. 
Ewen if he is correct, thnt popor 13 a terrible can of trash. It will teint 
his reputation and cis self-respect unless he does face and understand waet he 
nes done and maybe wry, 

Little else new. If you get the N.C. papers I don't have to tell 
you taat euteority has decided, to organiee for teebleck militants, are rapidly 
redicalizine even cnneservetive bleces, and those well-to-wall slums may go up 
at any time. I recall few large cities with as much over-old frame construction, 
as close together, not one as well advanced into decay. I em concerned at wnet. 
I consider possible taere. And I'm appalled et the bail of el00,000 per person, 
the cting of a laeyer for rarusine to breach tbe private client relationship 
end 	things seine on ttere. I have no close enoelelge, for all I knee teem 
but an undependeble one hove fallen silent, like it Was ordained...Uhtil it is 
in ege, the work on !MAL= is about done. I do hope to get back to the 
letleation soon. In fact, the goveenment has until Seturdey only to respond to 
my spectra suit. If they heven't, we'll again_ move fora summary judgement 
on gicndny. 'Met should get response, anyway. 

'Manner. for to sine tee time. best regards, 



28 September 1970 

Dear Harold: 
A brief, belated note to thank you for your 

letter of Sept, 18. 	We haven't heard from Hal, and have 
nothing new to report, but in reply I might mention a 
couple of things. 

You raise the question of what happens when 
there is an explosion. My limited understanding is that 
unless something unusual such as a shaped charge is involved, 
an explosion follows the natural path4of least resistance. 
However I seem to remember a great deal of talk at the 
time about the explosive force of a bullet transiting 
through a skull as being in the same direction as the 
bullet's path. 14$ recollection is that the ballistics 
experts and pathologists on both sides of the fence all 
more or less agreed on this as a general principle. 

411,0• The other matter is your mentioning of Hall s 
flagged interest, as you put it. We doubt that there is 
any fundamental flagging of interest there. It might be 
helpful to you if we gave you some idea of another matter 
that has been claiming his attention -- and we hope this 
in no way is contrary to his preference; he probably just 
saw no reason to mention it to you, if indeed it's the case 
that he hasn't. 	Since he began coming over here almost 
four years ago, as you know, he has at times brought 
others interested, and on several occasions has brought 
one girl or another. Until the last one, about six months 
ago, there never seemed to be much interest on his part, 
sort of going through the motions. The last girl was much 
younger than he, very attractive, modest, quiet and 
intelligent. She was here only), once, and since then he 
has made it plain he is far more interested in her than in 
any of the earlier ones. We understand this. We were much 
taken with this fine, warm girl of obviously good origin. 
This summer whe went to Europe to travel, as Hal put it, 

"as long as the money holds out." We infer that she probably 
quit her job in order to do so, as she's been gone at least 
two months. 	Incidental'y, we can concieve of it as no more 
than simple coincidence that she was working for the Federal 
Bureau of Narcotics Control. She is either what she seems, 
a very young, bright person, or a consumnate actress, and 
we have no reason to believe the latter. Anyway, H.gl says 
he has heard from her several times, usual'y tellingnAhat 
she had just done one city and was moving on to another, but 
he has not been able to write in turn because she had always 
moved on without providing a forwarding address. For more 
than a month he has been preoccupied with the idea that he 
should fly over and meet her in Europe, although he was the 
first to admit he hadn't the foggiest notion of how to locate 
her. Anyway, he has been proccupied, and if your know Hal 
you understand that with him preoccupation can be pretty 
preoccupying. What this all adds up to, of course, is that 
we have to infer that she may not be as interested in him as 
he seems to be in her. We could be all wrong about this and 
hope we are, but perhaps this will give you some feel of a 
situation that may be news to you. 
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If Hal has not mentioned any of this to you, we trust 
you will treat it in the confidence sugggsted by your very 
best judgment. 

Sorry oo have been slow with this note. I've been 
working a split shift of nights and graveyard, and it's 
wearing us both out. 

All the best, 
/ 	. 

jdw 


